
SENTIMENTAL ANALYSIS ABOUT DISABILITY AMONG 
POLITICIANS AND PUBLIC IN THE US USING NLP 
(NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose of the Report
This project aims to offer a closer examination of the circumstances faced by the disabled community, and 
we will be accomplishing this through the lenses of sentiment analysis. When given a holistic view through 
the lenses of data science analysis, these aggregated sentiments will demonstrate a great picture of some 
implicit obstacles faced by the disabled community that’s not necessarily as obvious. These aspects may be 
hidden when the data was not present or when the data was not aggregated, but when put together, we hope 
to provide insights in the implicit infrastructure that the community is situated in, which could potentially 
have as great influence as some common obstacle in our recognition or considerations.

Methods Used
Following the above discussion, we have decided to look at the issue with two perspectives, one from looking 
at the sentiment among the general public, and another from looking at attitudes from a government perspec-
tive. Due to the different nature of these data, the methodology we used to analyze is listed below.
1. Twitter (Public Sentiment): analyzed using FLAIR model
2. Reddit (Public Sentiment): analyzed using VADER model
3. Twitter (Politician Sentiment): analyzed with topical analysis methods
4. Laws and Regulations: analyzed using word bank frequencies

Findings and Conclusions
We will provide a brief overview of the findings for analysis based on different pieces of data below.
• Twitter data for the general public reveals that there the sentiment related to disability has been in a 
gradual decline towards the negative end, and the sentiment has become especially negative starting in 2020, 
the year the COVID pandemic began. As can be seen through the graph below:
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• Reddit data shows that as the number of interactions with a certain post increase, the more likely that 
such a post has a stronger sentiment, regardless of being negative or positive. This shows that stronger 
sentiments are more likely to receive traction on social media.

• 

• Twitter politician data shows that the topic of disability is severly underaddressed in the big picture, 

with other topics such as patriotic posts, the economy, and other political discussion having a significant-

ly higher attention than that given to disability.

• Analyzing the legislative literatures reveals that they are generally phrased negatively. This shows 

that those who drafted the legislations are not necessarily well versed in the usage of language senti-

ment and the realization that the sentiment of the language used may have an impact on the legislative 

structure.
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Limitations

There are certain realistic limitations during the course of our research. There is data that was inaccessible 

such as the user locations, or the implicit Reddit algorithm. If these data was accessible through ethical 

approaches, it could contribute further to constructing more concrete analysis for our research topic. In 

other cases, there was simply a lack of abundant data for any meaningful trend analysis, which is the case 

for politicians tweets. The politician tweets are also only a partial representation of the actual sentiment 

picture for the politicians, as the popularity of politicians who are active on social media can also be 

correlated with other factors.

Recommendations

There could be more research on whether certain social events across the years resulted in the change in 

sentiment level, including political events, or the pass or veto of certain legislatures. Moreover, we could 

potentially contextualize the identity of the individual who posted the content. Whether they are an 

individual with disability, or they are an individual without disabilities commenting on the issue, can have 

an impact on how we interpret the posts and different sentiment levels for people from different 

perspectives.
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WHY THIS MATTERS TO VOSAP

VOSAP advocacy is strengthened with greater insight on the current state of rehabilitation services in the 
United States. This project addresses employment opportunities in the disability sector to highlight the need 
for laborial deficits in rehabilitation workers. The results of this study serve to direct future research into 
unearthing the multitude of societal factors that influence employment in the disability sector. 

ABOUT VOICE OF SPECIALLY ABLED PEOPLE INC

Voice of Specially Abled People (VOSAP) is a global advocacy organization built on
the principles of Empowerment of Specially Abled People. In Special Consultative Status with UN 
ECOSOC, VOSAP is working to create an Inclusive and Accessible world by accelerating implementation 
of UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and goals of UN CRPD (Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities) treaty. In addition to enabling individuals with assistive devices, surgical interven-
tions, scholarships etc, VOSAP has created innovative digital transformation tools to promote inclusion of 
Person with disabilities such as (a) Virtual Art Gallery on Disability to educate masses on disability and 
promote inclusion, (b) create crowdsource demand for accessibility of public places and create mass move-
ment of virtually connected ≈ 10,000+ volunteers/changemakers using VOSAP App.
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